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D0 TOP QUARK MASS ANALYSIS

M. STROVINK for the D0 Collaboration
Physics Department and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory,

University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL 60510, USA

I report on D0's preliminary analyses of the top quark mass mt based on an exposure
at yfs = 1.8 TeV with integrated luminosity «100 pb"1 at the Fermilab Tevatron
pp collider. Prom three e + fj, + >2 jet events (with background 0.36±0.09), us-
ing partly original methods, we obtain mt = 158 ± 24(stat) ± 10(syst) GeV/c2.
From 30 e or fi + >4 jets events (with background 17.4±2.2), we find mt —
170 ± 15(stat) ± 10(syst) GeV/c2. Recently, using multivariate methods based on
particular kinematic variables, we have learned how to improve the background sup-
pression in the latter sample without unduly distorting the reconstructed top mass
spectra. Applying these methods should improve considerably the accuracy of our
top quark mass determination.

1 Introduction

In the initial observations1 of the top quark, analyses of its mass in the lepton +
>4 jets channel were essential ingredients. And in an early publication2, for one
e + /i + 2 jet event having low background probability, D0 described briefly a
top quark mass analysis carried out in the dilepton channel. More recently we
have done much additional work in both channels.

Most of this report is devoted to results first made public3 in March 1996.
In the dilepton channel, where the top mass accuracy is limited primarily by
statistics, the analysis and result have remained essentially unchanged since
that time. I aim to motivate and explain this analysis. In the lepton + jets
channel, work continues at a furious pace. Very recent progress in background
suppression has not yet propagated into a new top quark mass result. For that
reason I describe only briefly D0's March 1996 result in this channel, concluding
with a short account of the new advance in analysis technique. All figures and
results in this report remain preliminary.

2 Top Quark Mass from Events with Two Isolated Leptons

Given the top quark mass mt and neglecting jet masses, the process

p + p -)- t + i+X
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t - J .

t -+ W~ + 6jet2

is OC with 14 observables, e.p. {01...014} = {p(e,/x,jetl,jet2), p±(#)}. The
OC fit solves a quartic equation equivalent to the geometrical construction of
Dalitz, Goldstein and Kondo4, usually yielding two or four solutions over a wide
range of mt. We narrow this range by weighting the solutions.

2.1 Weighting the Top Quark Mass Solutions

In the high resolution limit, the general weight is

d14a(tt)
w(mt) — do\

where V reflects the decay as well as the production matrix elements. For any
event with a fixed jet assignment, w is invariant to the choice of observables {o{}.
The visible cross section divisor crvis(tf) removes the a priori bias favoring low mt.
To compute do~(tt)/d{oi}, one multiplies the readily calculable do~(tt)/dLIPS by
the Jacobian factor J = \d^f\- This factor favors solutions for which a large
Lorentz invariant phase space volume maps into a small observable phase space
volume. Typically, for a given set of observables, J varies widely with mt. This
same general weight was used in one analysis 5 of D0's first low background
top-to-dilepton candidate.

For high-statistics Monte Carlo (MC) tests, w is cumbersome to compute.
Simplifying it does not grossly degrade the mass resolution, which is dominated
by other effects such as measurement error, jet combinatorics, and gluon radi-
ation. At present D0 uses two methods with independent simplified weights.
Data and MC are always treated symmetrically, so both methods are unbiased.
They turn out to be comparably efficient as well.

Following Dalitz and Goldstein, Method l's weight neglects the Jacobian
and substitutes the parton-density-function product qq for the ti production
piece of dcr(tt)/d LIPS. We use the weight

Wl(mt) = A(mt)q(x)q(x)P(E™°u)P(E™°H) ,

where the P's are decay probability densities. We extend Dalitz and Goldstein's
technique by introducing A(mt), a function chosen empirically to cancel the mt

bias, and by fitting the measured rather than an assumed value of p±(tt). An
early application of Method 1 also has been described 5.



Method 2's weight is the complement of Method l's. Here we neglect the
production and decay factors in favor of a "neutrino phase space" approximation
to the Jacobian. Fixing the measured jet and lepton momenta, we step the two
neutrinos through their expected distributions in 77. Each pair r)mr)n yields a OC
fit, which is given a weight wmn based on compatibility between fit and measured
missing ET (which is not used by the fit). The weight W2(mt) is the sum of the
wmnS. We find that the product W2W1 is not significantly more efficient than
W2-, so we choose to keep the two weights complementary.

2.2 Common Aspects of Methods 1 and 2

Weights aside, Methods 1 and 2 share several features. Because we are not in the
high resolution limit, for both methods we smear the measured parameters of
each event many times within the experimental resolution and sum the weights
from each smear to get w(mt) for that event. After summing the weights for
the two different jet-lepton pairings and the 0, 2, or 4 different solutions per
pairing, we take the mt which maximizes this summed weight to be the single
reconstructed top mass matted for each event. If a third jet is present, (A) we
assume that it is initial state gluon radiation (iSR), or (B) we assign a probability
to the hypothesis that it is final state radiation (FSR), to be included in matted-
For events in which mj t t e d is quite different from mftted, MC experiments show
that it helps to average the two, which we do.

2.3 Event Selection, Event Likelihoods, and Mass Resolution Functions

In the dilepton channel, event selection is the same as in D0's top cross section
analysis described elsewhere6 in these Proceedings. Three e + fj, + 2 jet events
are observed, vs. a calculated background of 0.36±0.09. One additional event
is found in each of the eejj and fifijj channels; the background for all three
channels is 1.6±0.4 events. Figure 1 displays Method 2's weight w<i vs. mt for
all five events. Contours labeled 2j (3j) use the just described procedure A (B)
for three jet events. Method l's weight W\ is similarly distributed.

Figure 2 displays the distribution of top quark mass reconstructed by Method
2 for background and for five values of MC top quark mass. The peaks of these
distributions track the generated mass with a small departure from linearity.
Method l's top quark mass resolution functions are similar.

2.4 Common Features of Dilepton and Lepton + Jets Top Mass Analyses

Mass reconstruction methods aside, the dilepton and lepton + jets top quark
mass analyses share common methods. For both analyses we construct templates
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Figure 1: Method 2 weight w% (see text) vs. top mass for five dilepton candidates. Curves
"2j" ("3j") apply procedure A (B) (see text) for three jet events.

in mt for backgrounds and various top masses, such as those in Fig. 2. We make
maximum likelihood fits to mt and the expected number (ns) of signal and
(rib) of background events in the sample, using the external constraint on (raj)
(with errors) provided by the counting experiment. We base quoted statistical
errors not on the likelihood curves, but rather on studies of ensembles of MC
experiments ("ensemble tests") in which ns and rib as well as the event kinematics
are allowed to fluctuate. This tends to increase the errors.

An example of these ensemble tests, drawn from the Method 1 dilepton
analysis, is exhibited in Fig. 3 for a generated top quark mass of 150 GeV/c2.
At masses where sets of MC top events exist, we evaluate ln£, where C is the
maximum likelihood from a fit to a mixture of background and top. To the five
mass points yielding the largest ln£ a parabola is fit, whose peak rngt is taken
to be the best fit top quark mass. Plotted is the distribution of mgt for a large
ensemble of MC experiments. The statistical error is defined by the smallest
interval which contains 68% of the entries.
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Figure 2: MC events per 10 GeV/c2 vs. m^ted from Method 2, for background and for five top
quark masses.

2.5 Dilepton Top Quark Mass Results

Figure 4 shows the results of the Method 2 analysis, for (a) the efj, chan-
nel, and (b) all three dilepton channels combined. The smooth curves dis-
play the parametrized resolution templates for background, top with best fit
mass, and best fit top and background mixture. The results are (a) mt =
157 ± 23(stat) ± 9(syst) and (b) mt = 157l^(stat) ± 9(syst) GeV/c2. Note that
the statistical error on result (a) would be «35% smaller if it were determined
from the likelihood curve rather than the ensemble tests.

Correspondingly, the Method 1 results are exhibited in Fig. 5. In this
method the resolution templates are used (and displayed) in unparametrized
form. For all three dilepton channels combined, the result is mt = 151 ±
21(stat) ± 10(syst) GeV/c2, and, for the efj, channel alone,

mt = 158 ± 24(stat) ± 10(syst) GeV/c2.

D0 quotes this last result, using Method 1 because it is more mature, and
emphasizing the e/i channel because it has especially low background.
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Figure 3: Entries per 4 GeV/c2 vs. Method 1 best fit top quark mass mat for an ensemble
of MC experiments having 3 e/i events and, on average, the expected mixture of 150 GeV/c2

top and background events. 68% of the experiments yield a result within 24 GeV/c2 of the
generated mass.

The systematic errors listed above are the sums in quadrature of the ef-
fects of uncertainties due to jet energy scale (±5 GeV/c2), variation of the top
quark event generator (±5 GeV/c2), MC statistics (±5 GeV/c2), and shape of
the background templates in ragged (±4 GeV/c2). These uncertainties are for
Method 1; they are essentially the same for Method 2. I return below to the jet
energy scale.

3 Top Quark Mass from Events with One Isolated Lepton

S.I Reconstructing the Top Quark Mass: Combinatorics

With one neutrino unmeasured rather than two, fits to lepton + jets final states
are 2C (with mt fit) rather than OC (with mt assumed) in the dilepton case. The
two constraints are

jet3jet4))
m(W(-»jet3jet4)) =

We do not measure pz{v); it is determined by the requirement m(W(—> lu)) =
mj^le. Among the lepton -|- jets mass fitting routines in use by D0, three mini-
mize the x2 constructed from the inverse measurement-error matrix; one (used
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Figure 4: Method 2 results (a) for the e/x and (b) for all three dilepton channels. The dashed
(dotted) curves are the distributions in ranted expected for best fit top signal (background),
and the solid curve is their sum. Boxes show the candidate events. Inset is — ln>C (unit

increment per division) vs. mt •
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Figure 5: Method 1 results (a) for the efi and (b) for all three dilepton channels. White
(shaded) histograms are arbitrarily normalized distributions in ranted expected for best fit
top (background); dark boxes show the candidate events. Shown in the inset are values of ln£

(unit increment per division) vs. mt, with a quadratic fit to the five highest points.

for work described in Sec. 4) minimizes a x2 based on the above constraint
equations.

There are 12 possible jet assignments (6 for events in which a soft muon



tags a b quark). Usually the fitted top quark mass matted varies strongly with
reassignment of 6jeti (4 permutations), and less strongly with reassignment of
6jet2 when 6jeti is fixed (3 permutations or 1). Also, with the jet assignment fixed,
often there are local x2 minima for each of two solutions for pz{v). Minimizing x2

does yield the best fit to a fixed permutation, but for typical measuring errors
the lowest x2 permutation often is not correct. Also, ISR and FSR frequently
cause the four highest E? jets not to correspond to the four quarks to which
one wishes to fit. These combinatoric uncertainties make necessary, as in the
dilepton case, a statistical determination of mt in which the relationship between
true and fitted top quark mass varies in a complex way from event to event.

3.2 Jet Energy Calibration and Event Selection

Both the dilepton and lepton + jets top quark mass analyses use jets clus-
tered within a cone of half-angle A7£ = 0.5 in rj-cf> space. The jet energies are
calibrated in situ by standard D0 methods 8 which impose transverse energy
balance in 7 + jet events; the electromagnetic energy calibration in turn is fixed
by reconstructing Z° —> ee decays. For the lepton + jets analysis, additional
parton-out-of-cone (ooc) corrections based on HERWIG simulated top MC events
slightly inflate the reconstructed jet energies to represent those of the primary
partons. Because exactly the same OOC corrections are applied both to data and
top MC, to lowest order they do not shift the top quark mass result. They do
improve the accuracy of the constrained fit. We check the jet energy calibration
by testing the transverse energy balance in reconstructed Z(—> ee) + jet final
states. On that basis we assign a systematic error of ±(4% + 1 GeV) to the jet
energy scale.

Lepton + jets events are selected for mass analysis in the same way described
elsewhere in these Proceedings 7 for D0's counting experiment, with a few ex-
ceptions. For events without soft muon tags, the cuts on H? and aplanarity are
dropped in favor of the requirements \rjw\ < 2 and Vear\y > 0.55, where X>early
is an early version of the top likelihood discriminant described in Sec. 4.1. For
tagged events, the (weaker) cuts on HT and aplanarity are dropped in favor of
requiring a fourth jet passing the same jet cuts ET > 15 GeV and \rj\ < 2 which
are imposed in other D 0 top analyses. Finally, all events must survive a 2C
kinematic fit (as described in Sec. 3.1) with x2 < 7.

3.3 Top Quark Mass Spectrum and Result

In other respects, our method for top quark mass analysis in the lepton + jets
channel closely follows that described1'9 one year ago. We obtain the fitted mass

8
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Figure 6: Result for the lepton + jets channel. The dotted (dashed) curves are the distributions
in m-Rtted expected for best fit top signal (background), and the solid curve is their sum. Inset

is — In C vs. nit.

spectrum shown in Fig. 6 for 30 events passing cuts. The result of a maximum
likelihood fit of the type described in Sec. 2.4, with (n&) constrained to 17.4±2.2
events from the counting experiment, is

mt = 170 ± 15(stat) ± 10(syst) GeV/c2.

The three smooth curves in Fig. 6 show the background and the top signal
corresponding to this best fit, and their sum.

The quoted statistical error is based on 1000 MC experiments of 30 events
each in which mt = 170 GeV/c2 and the expected background is 17.4 events.
A gaussian fit to the mt distribution has a mean of 169.8 and an rms of 15.0
GeV/c2. If instead it were assigned using the likelihood curve depicted in the
inset to Fig. 6, the statistical error would be smaller.

Other ensemble tests are used to propagate the systematic uncertainties to a
top quark mass error. The ±(4% + 1 GeV) energy scale uncertainty mentioned
in Sec. 3.2 propagates to ±7 GeV/c2. A ±6 GeV/c2 error in mt arises from
variations among MC generators and jet definitions; ±3 GeV/c2 from variations
in background shape; ±3 GeV/c2 from changes in maximum likelihood fitting
method; and ±1 GeV/c2 from MC statistics. Their sum in quadrature is 10
GeV/c2.



4 Progress in Analysis Methods for the Lepton + >4 Jet Channel

Our present ±15 GeV/c2 statistical error on the top quark mass in the lepton +
jets channel is sensitive to the level of background, which we seek both to reduce
and to assess more accurately. Our path to both goals exploits a particular set
of kinematic variables, which are used to define a top likelihood discriminant V.

4-1 Top Likelihood Discriminant

To construct 2?, we first identify kinematic variables which discriminate top from
background with similar reconstructed top mass, without significantly biasing
the spectrum in m^ted of either top or background. We use

missing ET (distribution in vicinity of lower bound)

aplanarity oc least eigenvalue of V tensor

" T

Here ET is the scalar ET of the jets, E™ is the scalar ET of the leptons, and
H\\ is the scalar \pz\ of the jets and leptons. For the cut on 'Pearly described in
Sec. 3.2, we used in place of the last two variables

h =
?w .

2-sjets+W
n-T + PT \

Distributions of top and background vs. functions of the last three variables,
which largely determine X>, are exhibited in Fig. 7 (a-c). For events in these
distributions, mfiUed is required to exceed 150 GeV/c2, so that signal and back-
ground have the same average mfitted- Although some discrimination is available
from each variable, there is no obvious place to cut; a multivariate technique is
needed.

To form V, for distributions in each variable Vi we parametrize the nor-
malized ratio of top to background ln£;(u;). For each event we construct
\n£ = J3iW{ln£i, where a;,- is a constant weight. Taking into account the corre-
lations of the In Ci with ragged and with each other, we choose the w,- to optimize
the signal-to-noise while requiring a null correlation of In C with mstted- Finally
we take T> = Cj{l + C). Figure 7 (d), without any requirement on m^tedi ex-
hibits the distribution of T> for top and background. We require T) > 0.43, based
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Figure 7: Distributions of MC top (light) and background (dark) lepton + jets events vs. func-
tions of (a) aplanarity, (b) H'T2, and (c) K'Tmin for routed > 150 GeV/c2, and (d) vs. top
likelihood discriminant V for all m^ted! the arrow shows the cut. Pairs of histograms are

normalized to equal area.

on MC optimizations of the expected overall error on top quark mass. We also
apply a light cut on HT2 = Hj — E^ to control the shape of the background
spectrum at very low matted- Neural networks trained on the same variables
provide similar discrimination.

4-2 Expectations for Use of Top Likelihood Discriminant

Figure 8 exhibits the distributions in matted for background and for MC top events
with generated masses of 160, 180, and 200 GeV/c2, after the cuts V > 0.43 and
HT2 > 70 GeV are applied. The peaks of the top distributions still track the
generated mass, with no measurable loss of linearity as a result of the cut, and
the background continues to peak much lower, falling monotonically in the region
of the top mass peak. Figure 9 summarizes the effect of a combined T> > 0.43
and H-T2 > 90 GeV cut, applied only to untagged events, for a typical mixture of
MC top and background including tagged events. These cuts retain more than |

11
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Figure 9: Distributions vs. mfitted for a typical mixture of 180 GeV/c2 MC top + background
(light) and background (dark) events, including tags, (a) before and (b) after the cuts V > 0.43

and HT2 > 90 GeV/c2 are applied to untagged events only.

of the signal, but less than | of the background. Comparing the signal-to-noise
in Fig. 9 (b) to that in Fig. 6, we expect to achieve a substantial improvement
in top quark mass accuracy in the lepton + jets channel10.
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